Teaching Vacancies
Better for schools,
better for teaching
Teaching Vacancies is the free to use job listing service to help your
recruitment needs.
Thousands of schools have already signed up and are posting their
vacancies now.
The service has been developed to help schools save time and money on
recruitment so those precious resources can be invested where they count
most – in the classroom.
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Why

Jobseeker

Teaching

This is a fantastic site. I applied for a few
jobs and got the first one I applied for.

Hiring teacher

Vacancies?

I’ve just created my first teaching vacancy
post and I think the concept is great.

••

It’s simple, free, and easy to use, and thousands of schools are already using
the service

••

It puts you in control of your own recruitment - you can advertise as many
times as you want and directly upload, edit and re-publish vacancies

••

Widen your talent pool - vacancies will be seen by potential candidates from
your local area and across the country

••

Increase the visibility of your vacancies - the job listings are automatically
picked up by search engines giving you more online exposure free of charge

••

Save money on recruitment advertising and spend it where it counts most
- in the classroom
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School URN
School or trust name
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If you’re a school looking to recruit excellent teachers, visit gov.uk/teaching-vacancies

